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Irene Cruz is Photographer and Video artist. She was born in Madrid 1987 and now 
lives and works in Berlin.  She studied Advertisement & Public Relations and also Au-
diovisual Comunication at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid. After this she 
did the International Masters at EFTI specializing in Conceptual Photography and Ar-
tistic Creation. She was highly influenced by Course on the Narrative effects of light. 

(Cinematography). 
Light is indeed a very important part of her work which makes her explore and experi-

ment in the Northern Europe countries.
She has in her CV more than 350 exhibitions, video installations and festivals, all over 
the world (in important places like Palais de Tokyo -Paris-, Project Art Space -NYC-, 
Kunsthalle & Deutsche Oper -Berlin-, Círculo de Bellas Artes -Madrid-, MUA Alicante, 

Da2 Salamanca Museum, etc.).
Irene Cruz also participated in important Art Fairs such as ARCO or Art Madrid, Posi-
tions (Berlin), Art Basel, MIA (Milano), Fotofever (Paris), Scope (Miami)… In April 2017, 

Irene Cruz was the invited artist of La Quatrième Image photography fair in Paris.
She has won several awards, including a second prize in Fototalentos (organized by 
the Banco Santander Foundation in 2010), the second prize in AENA Foundation 
Photography Contest and the first prize in Iberdrola Photography contest in 2014. 
Irene Cruz was also awarded by the International platform Elmur.net for the best 

video art of 2014

She has participated in the festival Photoespaña for the last 6 years in different galler-
ies and art spaces, being in 2012 the youngest artist that has taken part in this festival. 
She was also rewarded as the emerging artist with the most international renown by 
the art specialist jury of Why on White, composed by the most important gallerists 

and cultural managers of the moment. 
Her artworks are also part of important international collections. 

Nowadays she works as cinematographer for Music Videos, Video art pieces, com-
mercials and documentary films. In 2017 Irene performed as a DoP for the first time 
on Alejo Moreno’s feature film titled “Diana”, which premiered during the last edition 

of the Malaga Film Festival (April 18)
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About the series HABITAT, exclusivity for Luisa Catucci Gallery

Video-installation and photography amalgamate in HABITAT to define a favourable En-
vironment, not only for reflection but also for aesthetic contemplation. Through video 
installation the spectator is invited for the first time to be a part of her work, therefore, 
they are also invited to wonder about the relationship between men and nature. As 
Joachim Ritter suggests, the landscape is a cultural construct created by modern soci-
ety, which being away from nature is only able to admire its beauty once it has eman-
cipated from the needs that linked it to nature. Nevertheless, the landscape does not 
exist without a spectator that considers that this piece of nature is subject to be con-
templated, the artist invites the spectator to adopt another viewpoint. She pushes the 
spectator to abandon his passive observer role and to get into nature so as to get his 

body involved by nature.
At the same time, while the body becomes a receptacle of sensations during this aes-
thetic experience, it is when the body gets into nature when it becomes a conscious 
part of nature. As the artist claims, our society has forgotten that we are a part of nature, 
that we come from nature and that it rules over us, those are the reasons why we shall 

come back to nature.
It is only after this reflection, and after being aware of his body, when the spectator 
should ace the photographic series. Regarding the series, we could play with the two 
viewpoints that the author proposes, either contemplating the landscape as a voyeur 
or to experiment nature as a part of ourselves and our bodies. Since our body, as Mar-
leau-Ponty states, introduces ourselves in what is visible- the landscape in this case- and 
the body itself becomes visible too. There is a possibility of feeling this perceptive phe-
nomenon- since sighting is inherent in whatever that is visible- through photographs, 
we must see with our bodies and sense bodies visible with them. The landscape still 
maintains its emotional character from Stimmug (2013), however, in this case the art-
ists works with male nude for the first time. Nature, man and woman appear in their 
primitive communion, where the artist is eager to come back. In this reencounter, both 
bodies- masculine and feminine- are sometimes indistinguishable from one another; 
in addition, nude bodies and the shapes found in the landscape create a new identity. 
Nature and body, whose sensuality has condemned them to evolve into creative power 
for a long time, now recover their vital essence, their instinct, in order to return to life 
this numb world. The artist creates through different ways a habitat: a place which joins 
together the suitable conditions to encourage a fertile relationship between life, Art 

and nature.
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